Abstract. For the problem of measuring robot requires a higher positioning, firstly learning about the error overview of the system, analysised the influence of attitude, speed and other factors on systematic errors. Then collected and analyzed the systematic error curve in the track to complete the planning process. The last adding fuzzy control in both cases, by comparing with the original system, can found that the method based on fuzzy control system can significantly reduce the error during the motion.
Introduction
Robots are complex mechatronic system and easily influenced by external and self structure [1] . Modern control technology for solving robot self adaptation, selflearning ability provides a powerful help. At present, the common robot control technology includes adaptive control, robust control, optimal control, neural network control and sliding mode control.
Chang-Min Ko take a heavy industrial robot as the research object, PI control and fuzzy PD control are studied respectively. The result proves that the fuzzy PD control is more effective [2] . Yu mingliang designed the fuzzy PD control and separate integral control for the mobile robot, simulation results show that the tracking error of the robot becomes very small [3] . The fuzzy control was applied to a three freedom parallel robot by Jingjun Zhang [4] . To prove the control precision of the robot is improved by using fuzzy control, ADAMS and MATLAB joint simulation were used; Gao yanfeng proved that the predictive fuzzy control is more advantage than traditional fuzzy controller by arc seam tracking experiments [5] .
Establish a model of measuring robot
Robot kinematics study the relationship between the the each joint variable and the end position, in order to describe movement or rotation relationship between the joint and the end. Denavit and Hartenberg put forward DH parameter method. This section establishing the robot joint coordinates (as shown in Fig. 1 
Language membership function values
Membership function of fuzzy control is mainly used for object describe the extent of the value, the language is related to the actual situation of this system and the objects understanding and judgment of operator. Membership function in compliance with objective reality as the standard,the membership function have many form, commonly used trigonometric functions, Gaussian function and so on, using the trigonometric functions in this project as shown in Fig. 2 , the membership function of the specific value show in Table  2 : 
Language and language variable value
Fuzzy rules is composed of a series of fuzzy conditional statement each statement on behalf of a relationship, such as when the error and error change rate is great The output of the , fuzzy rule shown in Table 3 . 
Defuzzification
The result is a collection of fuzzy reasoning the process of transforming the fuzzy set to the output is called fuzzy solution, fuzzy methods include weighted average method and the maximum membership degree method.Maximum membership degree method, just as its name implies is to maximum membership degree in fuzzy set value corresponding linguistic variables as output.Set the output fields to A, then the output value of the maximum membership degree method is
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In the actual situation of Chinese style e may have more than one, then you can take the average or maximum minimum value, this article USES the method of minimum maximum, the description is as follows
Variable universe factor
In fuzzy control, as the error decreases, error corresponding language variable values can also reduce accordingly. This will affect the precision of the fuzzy control, but the introduction of the theory of domain factor can contribute to real-time expansion theory domain.Improve the fine degree of control. In the literature [6] puts forward a new theory of variable domain factor,not only few parameters and is also small amount of calculation, front design, with reference to the literatur [7] to be considered at the same time , designed variable domain factors as follows:
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8011 in the type: O -scaling factor parameters, this article take 0.5 H -the smallest positive number, this article take 0.001 Literature pointed out that the theory of variable domain factor in theory domain [3 3 ] U need to meet the dual character, avoid zero, monotonicity, coordination and normality. For type (3) the variable domain factor to fully meet the above requirements.
4 The fuzzy optimization experiments of measuring robot path
The design of fuzzy controller
In Table 4 for the experiment of four posture of the robot, under the initial posture has completed the system manual adjustment of PID parameters, take 1 shaft, the step response as shown in Fig. 3 (a) . Now by robot step response under different attitude to observe attitude of the influence of system error,this article selects three kinds of typical gesture,concrete numerical value shown in table 6.Tests found only 1 shaft has obvious change under the three attitude dynamic performance. 
The change of system error in the motion
From the previous section, the big arm forward 1 shaft dynamic performance is poorer, so when planning robot trajectory. Ensure the protraction of the big arm as far as possible. This paper shows a way to teach the planning of a straight line (two points determine a straight line) and a circular arc (three points to determine a circular arc). Concrete numerical value shown in table 5 and table  6 .The speed of the robot is 90 mm/s and 70 mm/s in the finish line and arc trajectory. Now as an example, analysis the change of the error in a straight line motion, for the convenience of description. Set 1 shaft motor corresponding to the origin, the position of the starting point and end point of A, B, C respectively. As shown in Fig. 5 , when the motor 1 received instructions from A to B, motor acceleration instantaneous added to a larger values, making speed up in a short time. The resulting is follow error also rising sharply, when the speed reaches a certain value when the basic remain unchanged.At this point, the following error is similar to the horizontal line, will soon arrived at point B ,speed quickly dropped to zero speed error caused by suddenly disappeared. 1 is the above process in Fig. 7 , 2 is 1 shaft spindle motor curves in the process of the robot in a straight line (from B to C), the motor is reverse. The speed is negative. There for when the error is negative, due to the robot slower (90 mm/s). At this time of the error value relative to the previous inhibits PTP (A to B) are smaller. The formation of 3 and 1 are similar, just the distance of the robot walk further speed is relatively large, so the error value also rose slightly. Through the above analysis that can draw the following conclusion, the following error in the process of movement is the main error; he greater the velocity and acceleration, the greater the error also; the plus or minus of error depend on the direction of speed.
Experiment and analysis
To make up for the defects, this article into the fuzzy adaptive control. Through the optimization of PID parameters to further reduce the error.
Consider safety factors, in practical applications the PID parameters, set the upper and lower limits effect of the fuzzy control is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , you can see that the feedforward, fuzzy control effect is more obvious.
In linear motion, for example, when the error suddenly rises, fuzzy control quickly down the overshoot (1) in Fig. 6 , Once to set the upper and lower limit of PID parameters, PID parameters will not change, the error of line approximation (2 in Fig. 6 ). After movement has stopped, the speed of error caused by rapidly disappearing.At this time of the error is mainly composed of noise, friction factors, such as its value in the range of 3 cts change. Due to the change range is relatively small.Approximation error line is a horizontal line (3) in Fig. 7 .
Here it should be pointed out that, the robot in the movement process and motion stops, the main factors causing error are not the same. So use movement at the end of the optimization of the PID parameters to adjust the system error of resting, the effect is not very ideal.This topic research the repositioning precision of the robot in between 0.06mm, the PID value of manual setting in the system when the speed suddenly 0 means that the error of the effect is satisfying, so when the velocity is zero, PID value is given the system initialization. Mentioned earlier, the PID value is set the upper and lower, many times experiments show that the PID adjustable range is wide, error drop, the more obvious. But if the PID adjustment range is too wide, PID values has far deviated from initial value when speed is zero, if once the speed is zero at this time, PID suddenly give initial value, when system occur large overshoot and oscillation, it will be stabilized at about 20cts even after the shock elimination of error value. This is deadly, because it will greatly influence the positioning precision of the system repeated, so the PID upper and lower's setting needs to be appropriate.After many experiments, can found,when the quantitative factor was set to 0.1, the scaling factor is set to ,change PID parameters in between, and the tracking accuracy and repeat positioning accuracy Table 9 and Table 10 ).As shown in figure1,because suddenly initialise cause slight overshoot, the super tone value for 9 cts, but it can be seen that overshoot is almost just a moment, then the system back to the ideal level (3 cts).Visible is reasonable setting in front of the upper and lower limits. Table 9 and Table 10 is the optimization effect compared with the before. 
Summary
Analysised the influence of attitude, speed and other factors on systematic errors, planed the two trajectories (lines and circles), collected and analyzed the systematic error curve in the track to complete the planning process. added fuzzy control in both cases, by comparing with the original system, can found that the method based on fuzzy control system can significantly reduce the error during the motion path. This provide a basis for conduct robot motion path planning and optimization based on fuzzy adaptive control in the future
